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“Elden Ring” is a fantasy action RPG developed by Moby Dick Game Center, Inc. The game uses the
Unreal Engine 4 and is a 3D action game that will allow you to combine your sword and magic. It is

an action game where you can enjoy an exciting narrative, exciting combat, and a vast world as you
progress. RAISE A CHARACTER ■The Power to Raise Gear As the hero of the game, you are able to

equip weapons, armor, and magic. With the power to raise gear, you can invest your collected EXP in
upgrading them. By using all of your abilities effectively in battle, you can increase your health and
attack power, reduce fatigue, strengthen your defense, and decrease your damage. ■The Power to
Receive Bonuses If you equip a buff, which is a special effect, or activate the Magic system during

battle, you can receive a bonus. A buff allows you to deal more damage with every attack, increase
the power of abilities used in magic, increase your total damage and defense, and reduce enemy

attack power. ■The Power to Interact with Monsters Using the Chain System, you can obtain various
materials, such as EXP, rare weapons, and high-quality buffs. You can increase the number of chains
by improving your battle skills and receiving a bonus. Acquiring an additional chain lets you use an

ability with a bonus effect, or increases the effect of an ability that requires a certain number of
chains to use. ■The Power of Asynchronous Online Play With the “Online” function, players can
interact with each other even though they are in separate areas of the game. As an example, a
player can trade items and provide advice to a player in another game. Through asynchronous

online communication, players can feel the presence of other players while playing the game and
acquire various effects. ■The Power of Global Leaderboard With Global Leaderboard, you can

compare your current online record with the records of other players and receive a reward to get
closer to the top of the online leaderboard. Once you reach the top of the Global Leaderboard, you

can see your current rank, the number of times you have dropped to the bottom of the leaderboard,
and the reward amount. You can receive a reward for every tier of the Global Leaderboard. ■Play at
Your Pace The ability to pause the game and manually control the actions of the protagonist lets you

play as

Features Key:
38 classes.

8 races.
2 playable races.

8 classes per race.

4 styles of weapons.
13 types of armor.
63 types of magic.
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Hundreds of items, including pets, weapons, and accessories.
A variety of enemies with a unique gameplay style.
Huge maps with over 30 dungeons.
World map so you can travel from one dungeon to another.
A huge single-player map that has many ways to travel.

A five-stage prologue that teaches you the basics of the story.
A storyline divided into 3 acts featuring over 50 chapters.
A lot of hidden quests.
An experience system with exciting stories that can only be found in the online store.
BGM tracks for 8 languages.

Web independent online play (Web browser supported).
Dual Play that allows you to play the game using up to 4 devices at the same time.
Chrome extension (recommended).
Mount that can be used to travel between columns.
A recipe that allows the creation of items.

Easy to learn, easy to play.
User friendly interface.
A variety of ways to adventure.
A variety of user-friendly features.

The new fantasy action RPG from NSC in a January 2018 PS4 release in Japan. More information will be
announced.

THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG 
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• Please take care when carrying out your gameplay. When you start, "EARN" (the in-game currency) will be
immediately added to your account. Your body weight affects the mobility of your character, as well as the
durability of your equipment, and the quality of your armor will increase. • The maximum number of the
weapons you can carry in your inventory at the same time is six. When "Use" is selected, all weapons
become dual-wielded. • As your character's overall body size increases, your speed of movement will
increase as well. Also, if your character has as many as six items in their inventory, your maximum carry
limit (the number of weapon slots) will increase to eight, etc. • Each Elden ring (the main weapon) has a
"boost" function. When you use boost, you can obtain special effects that change your weapons into a more
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powerful state. Game Modes LAND BENEATH THE CONTINENT & RAISE THE CITY Along with the main story,
two new game modes will be added. • "LAND BENEATH THE CONTINENT" is the main story mode of the
game. In "LAND BENEATH THE CONTINENT", explore the Land Beyond and learn about the ancient mythical
territory of Tarnak, a fierce beast that once ravaged the Lands Between. • "RAISE THE CITY" will be added as
an accessory to the main story. If you successfully defeat Tarnak, the city of your choice will be accessible to
you. • The main story will have four different endings, one per chapter. Thus, the choice of the correct
ending will depend on your actions throughout the game. ■General setting information and game
development information ■Game screenshots Lands Between ■Field of activities and advancement flow
Character class/creation Raid dungeons Side quests ■Voice acting and music ■RPG elements ■Shop
information, technical specifications, and game launch date •2020 is the year of the rebirth of the legendary
beasts. For the first time in many years, a new Legendary Beast will descend from the sky. •The Elden Ring,
an "elden" that has been loved for thousands of years, will be found. Your task is to find this precious item
and become its wielder. •In the lands between the Old Continent and New Continent,
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Elden Ring City Pack Addons:

City Pack 1

Cindora’s Vial
The Nob’s Boots
Ragnar’s Blood
The Shape of the Land
The Blossom of Magandas

City Pack 2

Plate’s Ghost Shield
Princess’s Joyful Shoes
The Warrior’s Fury
The Chieftain’s Crest
The Height of Evening

City Pack 3

Auriga’s Bright Boots
The Quartermaster’s Fists
The Archivist’s Halo
The Guardsman’s Garments
The Firelord’s Cape

Elden Ring Map Addons:

Geoplanes

System Requirements:

Windows 7 (or later), OS X 10.6 (or later) Intel Mac using OS X v10.6
HDWPC (or later), USB keyboard and mouse, HDMI monitor or HDTV
and S/PDIF input jack Maximum resolution of 1080p in widescreen
Details on the HDMI connection: HDBaseT/USB Cabling HDMI TV and
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Sound Input HDMI TV can be connected via HDMI cable to the TV. We
recommend HDMI cable with a maximum length of 6 meters. A 3.5
mm
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